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Your partner’s attention deficit disorder (ADD) might not look like a big deal initially, but eventually, the
dynamics surrounding his / her impulsivity, forgetfulness, distractibility, and restlessness can really strain
your romantic relationship. You don’Establish personal boundaries in order to avoid extreme caretaking •t
depend on your partner to get things done. Loving Someone with Interest Deficit Disorder is usually your
guideline to navigating a relationship with someone with Combine so you can create healthy boundaries while
staying sympathetic to your partner’s symptoms.Recover quickly whenever your partner’Understand
medication and various other treatments •An essential resource for each couple affected by ADD, this book
will help you: •Identify and take care of your own demands so that you can feel even more relaxedt want
to do something like a parent, however you may feel like you can easily’s symptoms bother you •
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ADDeficient No More I found this to be a wonderfully helpful book in my growth in working with my
husband's Add more. This book actually helped me to look at myself and what I have to do to greatly help
him while still keeping my very own sanity. I would recommended it for anyone! Wonderful advice My
husband of 17 years was diagnosed with ADHD half a year ago, and this book was just what We needed. It
provided me both guidance and wish, and the good examples and advice really spoke to me. I'm really glad I
read this book I'm really glad We read this book. I feel calmer, even more understanding, and prepared to
face up to the challenges of tomorrow with a partner who has ADHD. Many thanks to Susan Tschundi for
composing such a well-researched, thoughtful book. I had currently read up a lot on ADD and how exactly it
affects my partner but I was still frustrated from needing to live with his Combine and sensed like I was
stuck in the rut of feeling resentful and reacting just as to our issues stemming from ADD continuously. I
had no understanding before scanning this book all the problems encircling a person with Combine and the
myriad ways the disorder make a difference a relationship. From maintaining realistic expectations to
environment boundaries, the information in this publication has really helped me to control how I body him,
his Insert, and my own part to play in his struggles with Insert within the bounds of our marriage. I
recommend it. A deep thank you to the author. I have good tools to greatly help me grow through the
transition from out-of-control to in-control. I purchased this for my girl who is now going . Most of his

tendencies and actions seem sensible to me now.. I bought this for my girl who is now heading to get some
help at the faculty clinic. She went well prepared. If you are the main one who offers this disorder, this
book will teach you so very much about yourself. Very real life practices to assist you relationship with
someone with ADHD. Time management can be an issue for me which book has given me tools to help me
with my response. Melted aside years of frustration This book singlehandedly melted over 15 years of
resentment towards my spouse's hyperfocused and inattentive actions. He was lately identified as having
ADHD inattentive type at the age of 40.. The next on my list may be the "Loving someone with Anxiety".
Useful insight to a heavy subject specifically for someone not exposed to ADD before Five Stars It was
ideal for me to learn a little bit more about ADHD. good good Excellent resource, readable with helpful
examples Excellent resource, easy to read with useful examples. It is not a comprehensive treatise on the
subject, but it is very informative and worth taking the time to read. Awesome Well worth enough time to
read. A Must Read If you or someone you know has ADD (ADAH) this book is gold for you personally (a
must please). I regret significantly that I didn't find this book earlier and save my relationship. Honestly it
will provided great understanding of a misunderstood disorder and the consequences on those who interact
with someone that has this. A good read! Great for you to share with FAMILY MEMBERS who don't have
ADD I really love this particular entire series. This book helped my watch of our marriage, and of my
husband, for the better. We will continue to work through the reserve together, and I believe it's really
helped him understand better how my brain works.
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